
Filtres Philippe®

Horizontal Vacuum Belt Filter Systems



ExPEriEncE. KnowlEdgE. ViSion.
Filtres Philippe® developed its first filtration products in 1882, 
giving our customers over a century of experience acquired from 
installing hundreds of applications. We’re continually looking for 
ways to improve our products to meet all of your technical and 
business demands. 

RPA Process combines five leading global brands in liquid filtration 
and liquid/solid separation. Filtres Philippe® became part of 
the RPA Process family in 2000, further diversifying our range 
of equipment. We offer our customers global leverage with local 
attention through sales, support, technical and manufacturing 
operations. 

THE world’S moST rEliaBlE BElT FilTEr
When you choose Filtres Philippe®, you know you’re choosing the 
industry’s best in design, technology, construction and functionality. 
Key features include: 
• 98% minimum utilisation rate 
•  Superior cake cashing efficiency for maximum product recovery
• Low maintenance costs 

a wEalTH oF aPPlicaTionS
Hydrometallurgy

• Purification of minerals and base metals
• Beneficiation of minerals
• Removal of chloride and other contaminants
• Filtration of slurries from thickener underflows
• Filtration and recovery of flotation pulp concentrates
• Tailings reprocessing 
•  Washing and dewatering of effluent or byproduct streams 

Flue gas desulphurization
• Gypsum filtration for scrubber water circuits

General chemical processing
•  Filtration and washing of high-value organic and inorganic products 

such as lactic acid, methionine, potash, soda ash, etc. 

Phosphoric acid production
• Phosphate rock filtration and washing 
•  Filtration of gypsum from phosphoric acid (hemi and 

dihydrate processes) 

oPEraTing condiTionS
Filtres Philippe® belt filters perform with a wide range of 
applications. Typical process parameters include:

• Most liquid / solid separation applications
• Slurries with solids concentrates from 20 g/l to 1,000 g/l
• Particles ranging from microns to millimeters 

caPaciTy To FiT your nEEdS
Available in lab-size units of 0.1 m² (1.07 ft²) to full-scale 
production systems of 200 m² (2,152 ft²)

TruST THE ExPErTS 
and SPEcialiSTS 
Filtres Philippe® introduced one of the earliest horizontal vacuum belt filters to the 
market in 1948. Since then, we continue to keep our client’s needs a priority, with 
cost-effective systems designed for longevity and reliability.  With over 500 systems 
installed worldwide, we have supplied solutions for a wide range of applications. 
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Series Minimum 
m2 (ft2)

Maximum  
m2 (ft2)

Series 1 0.25 (2.7) 1.00 (10.7)

Series 2 1.00 (10.7) 15.75 (169.5)

Series 3 14 (150.69) 45 (484.37)

Series 4 30 (322.99) 138 (1’485.41)

Series 5 147 (1’582) 200 (2’150)



How iT worKS 
Filtration, extraction and washing functions 

Filtration, extraction, and washing function

Feed Pulp

Vacuum
Receivers
and 
Filtrate
Pumps

Washing Outlet

Filtrate

Spray
Headers
to Cloth 
and
Belt Wash

Wash Fluid

Cake 
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InnovatIve belt curb 
desIgn 

Filtres Philippe’s® 
patented belt curb design 
is the result of years of 

research to achieve optimum operating capabilities. 
The accordion-style design delivers flexibility 
around the pulleys, minimising stress transfer to 
the belt. Curbs are cold-vulcanized for easy field 
replacement, yet still hold a strong bond. 

cloth tensIonIng and guIdIng system 

The cloth tensioning system is pneumatically driven 
for reliable operation with no air quality requirements. 
the Filtres Philippe® design differs from competitors’ 
systems in that it requires no hand screws or other 

manual means. 
Filtres Philippe’s® exclusive cloth guiding system features a roller mounted 
on a pivoting frame instead of the roller pivoting within a bearing. This results in 
improved system performance and a longer cloth life of more than 8 months 
for most applications. 

a SoluTion 
For all  
your FilTraTion 
cHallEngES 
We focus on designing and engineering cost effective systems with the best possible 
functioning capabilities. 
Key benefits include:
•  High throughput, long lifespan and excellent performance 
• High-speed capable for higher production output
• Reliable systems with unattended operation 
•  Easy access for routine maintenance, minimising duration and frequency of shut-downs 
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broad range oF oPtIons 

Some examples of the options we offer to meet your needs:

•  Choice of feeder box styles including overflow and fishtail 

• Washing boxes and mobile dams 

•  Squeezing calendar presses or counterweighted press 
rollers 

bolted Frame constructIon 

For rapid disassembly and re-assembly when repairing or 
replacing parts, Filtres Philippe® bolts most joints as opposed 
to welding. We also construct the entire frame from mild or 
stainless steel. For locations with restricted access, belts can 
also be installed from above. 

engIneered vacuum box 

We manufacture 
our filters to the 
tightest tolerances 
so that the interface 
between the vacuum 
box and the belt 
remain aligned 
and in contact 

over a long amount of time. Multiple moveable dams enable 
optimised cake washing. 

For servicing and maintenance, the Filtres Philippe® vacuum 
box tilts using a simple pneumatically driven system compared 
to other units that utilise hydraulics, complex mechanical 
systems or a hand winch. 

Filtres Philippe® innovative design features sliding wear 
strips for easy change-out without needing specialised tools. 

excellent lateral belt suPPort 

Unlike other systems that rely on an air or water cushion, 
the rubber belt on Filtres Philippe® belt filters is supported 
by multiple sets of endless wear belts and slide rails. This 
key feature lengthens belt life, dramatically reduces damage 
in the event of air failure and simplifies part replacements. 
The uniformity of the support also provides a more even cake 
thickness and the low friction reduces energy consumption as 
well as wear and tear. 

head and taIl Pulleys 

Hot vulcanized rubber encapsulated head and tail pulleys 
ensure protection from corrosion for a longer operating life. 
Pulleys are final machined, allowing for perfect horizontal 
alignment. All bearing blocks use standard components for 
easy replacement. 

Factory vulcanIzed endless belt 

As the most important component in the filtration system, 
Filtre Philippe® belts are all manufactured in a controlled 
environment and are delivered ready to be installed. This 
eliminates potential for increased downtime at the time of 
installation. All belts are tested and run just after manufacturing 
to guarantee proper operation. 

rugged cloth and belt rollers

Belt roller shafts are mounted on double-flanged ends to 
eliminate flex that accelerates cloth wear. The large diameter 
further reduces stress on both the cloth filter and the belt. 
Horizontal bearing blocks eliminate the need for temporary 
rigging support during maintenance. 

HiGH-PERFoRMAnCE CAKE 
dIscharge 

our systems can discharge 
extremely dry cake as thin as 
3 mm. 

Competitor’s Air Cushion Design

Carrier belt Carrier belt

Open Closed

Filtres Philippe® Design

Competitor’s Air Cushion Design

Carrier belt Carrier belt

Open Closed

Filtres Philippe® Design
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dETailS maKE 
THE diFFErEncE 
Filtres Philippe® belt filters are an integral part of the environment in which it operates. 
We pay special attention to all the details – from our factory-vulcanized endless belts 
to our turn-key support. 

the rubber belt 
The rubber belt is the most critical component in our filtration systems. With this in mind, 
we make sure we supply the best belt in the industry. 
As compared to field-spliced belts which operate on average 5-8 years, our factory-vulcanized endless rubber belts last 
10-15 years. Filtres Philippe® belts are constructed in our plants using proprietary robotic equipment that grooves, trims 
and trues them to the tightest tolerances possible. We also use analysis tools that help us precisely locate carcass-reinforcing 
fibers, to ensure drain holes don’t penetrate the fibers, making them susceptible to corrosive chemicals. The tools also 
make sure that reinforcing fibers are joined to linear tolerances, something that is not possible with field-spliced belts.  

Compared to other systems that use one drain hole per two 
grooves, Filtres Philippe® belts include one drain hole per 
lateral groove to make the belt stronger, more flexible and to 
deliver optimised hydraulic characteristics. our oblong-shaped 
drainage holes also ensure proper drain velocity. 
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gettIng the rIght results 
Accurate and effective testing is a key element in the development process to find the best belt 
filter for your application and business needs. That’s why we research the impacts of slurry variations 
on efficiency, uptime and performance. our world-class testing labs in north and South America, 
Europe, Asia and Africa are staffed by experts who provide a comprehensive range of both bench 
and pilot testing. 

ongoIng suPPort 
Partnering with Filtres Philippe® means you’re getting lifetime support for your system. 
our experts carry out routine follow-ups to ensure your filter is at maximum operating efficiency, 
make operating and maintenance recommendations and suggest retro-fit improvements 
as technology advances. 

ProvIdIng more than just Products 
our main goal is to make sure you are completely satisfied with your new belt filter. We provide 
engineering and construction support as well as for commissioning and fine-tuning of your 
system. our systems can be personalised to meet your specific process parameters or to be 
integrated into an already existing process. 

trust the name leaders trust 
Filtres Philippe® belt filters have been installed in hundreds of operating facilities worldwide 
for dozens of different applications.

Filtres Philippe® has pilot belt filters from 0.01 m² to 1.0 m² 
that each includes a unique vacuum box with 20 zones to test 
a wide range of applications. 

Bench test facilities utilise bench-scale “Buchner type” filtration 
with actual belt filter cloth. 

 FIltratIon and seParatIon exPerts
Filtres Philippe® is part of the RPA Process 
family, a global leader focused on the 
challenges of filtration and separation. 
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our team is aware of your needs

more than just products…

RPA PROCESS Headquarters and Offices :

HASLER Headquarters and Offices : 

RPA PROCESS / HASLER representatives :

RPA Process SAS 
18-22 rue d’Arras 

F-92000 nanterre France 

ContaCts :
RPA Process SAS 
18-22 rue d’arras 
F-92000 nanterre France
tél : +33 (0)1 56 83 83 83
Fax : +33 (0)1 56 83 83 01
Email : info@rpaprocess.com

RPA – Maghreb Services
83, Lot. Jaouhara
El Jadida
24 000 El Jadida Morocco
tél.: + 212(0)523350191
Email : rpams@rpams.ma

RPA PROCESS Germany
Münsterstrasse 69
49525 Lengerich
GERManY
tél.: +0049 5481 805-0
Email : sales@rpaprocess.de

RPA – HASLER China
no. 666 Huabo Road - Lansha Industrial area
Huating town - Jiading District
shanghai 201816  - PR CHIna
tél.: +0086 21 60766718 
Email : sales.cn@hasler-int.com Al
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At PRA Process, we recognize you need more than just the best filtration 
equipment…You need solutions. 

Service agreements 
To ensure your filtration equipment operates effectively over time, we offer comprehensive service contracts. 
our trained service experts perform schedule maintenance and emergency service. 
Flexible options 
in addition to standard equipment purchases, we offer a broad range of other options, including competitive 
leasing terms and installment plans. 
Preliminary testing
For complex applications, we perform in-plant or lab-based testing to optimise your filtration system to meet 
your specific process parameters. 
Aftermarket retro-fits
After time, industrial equipment wears, processes change and capital equipment may need to be shifted for 
new applications. We help meet these challenges with rebuilds, reconfigurations and system upgrades. 


